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Southeast Asia Needs Wide-Ranging
Reforms to Sustain Recovery

New path forward needed to address the challenges of COVID-19.

Read more

Southeast Asia in Race 
against Time—and Mutant Variants—to

Deliver COVID-19 Vaccines

To turn the tide against the pandemic, all hands should be on deck.

Read more

6 Ways Southeast Asia Can Ensure a
Sustainable Recovery from COVID-19

Investing in green industries, big data, and the digital economy, among
other innovations should be in countries’ arsenal.

Read more

ADB Support to Asia Pacific
Hits Record $31.5B in 2020

Southeast Asia support amounted to $7.04 billion, 61.9% higher than
2019 commitments.

Read more

New ADB Studies Set Forth
Blueprint for Southeast Asia's

Post-COVID-19 Recovery

The studies focus on green recovery, improving government finances,
nurturing key economic sectors, and harnessing big data and other
technologies for essential services.

Read more

A Green Recovery Can Make
Southeast Asia an Economic Powerhouse

While COVID-19 continues to wreak socioeconomic havoc across the
region, the recovery provides a unique opportunity to fast track the
transition toward green growth.

Read more

Calling for Applications: ADB Hackathons

Have an idea for a centralized
air-conditioning system that is

smart and energy-efficient
and can address COVID-19
risks? Join this innovation
challenge; $295,000 prize

money up for grabs. Deadline on
11 June. 

Join the search for smart
solutions to build livable cities.
$20,000 prize money at stake.

Solutions should ensure
wider access to urban services,
give the vulnerable a voice in

decision making through smart
platforms, and improve financial

access. Deadline on 31 May.

Publications

ADB Southeast Asia Innovation Hub:
Catalyzing Green and Innovative Finance

This flyer outlines ADB’s work in providing innovative finance solutions
to help developing member countries bridge gaps in green finance and
private sector investments.

Read more

How the Cloud Helps Cities Become
Sustainable and Inclusive

This report examines how the Fourth Industrial Revolution could
benefit Southeast Asian countries, particularly Cambodia, Indonesia,
the Philippines, and Viet Nam.
Read more

Enabling Financial Inclusion in APAC
through the Cloud

This paper examines financial inclusion in Asia and the Pacific and the
role of cloud computing in supporting more accessible, cost effective,
and flexible delivery of fintech. 

Read more
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